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Summary

Control of Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) in the Democratic Republic of Congo is based on mass population screening by mobile teams; a costly and labor-intensive approach. We hypothesized that blood samples collected on filter paper by village health workers and processed in a central laboratory might be a cost-effective alternative.

We estimated sensitivity and specificity of micro-CATT and ELISA/T.b.gambiense on filter paper samples compared to parasitology-based case classification and used the results in a Monte Carlo simulation of a Lot Quality Assurance Sampling (LQAS) approach.

Micro-CATT and ELISA/T.b.gambiense showed acceptable sensitivity (92.7% [95% CI 87.4-98.0%] and 82.2% [95% CI 75.3-90.4%]) and very high specificity (99.4% [95% CI 99.0-99.9%] and 99.8% [95% CI 99.5-100%] respectively). Conditional on high sample size per lot (≥60%), both tests could reliably distinguish a 2% from a zero prevalence at village level. Alternatively these tests could be used to identify individual HAT suspects for subsequent confirmation.
Introduction
West African Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT) is a slowly progressing chronic disease which is usually fatal if left untreated. In the initial stages of the disease symptoms are usually absent or non-specific. By the time patients consult a health professional the disease is often advanced and has spread to the central nervous system. As a result, the patient may require more toxic and expensive treatment. Moreover the community has been at risk because the patient has been a potential source of infection for the tsetse fly vector for a prolonged period. Therefore the current HAT control strategy in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) is based on active screening of the population at risk, with the aim to find and treat cases as early as possible. Such screening is carried out by mobile teams which spend several days in each village. On the spot, they screen the population by a CATT test, followed by parasitological confirmation tests for those who are CATT positive. The total population at risk for HAT in the DRC is estimated at 12.6 million; the reported annual incidence peaked at over 25,000 cases in 1997 and was reduced to just over 8,000 cases by 2006. Thirty five mobile teams are currently active, each able to screen a maximum of 60,000 persons per year. Lutumba et al. estimated that in each screening round about 40% of existing cases are missed, mainly because of suboptimal participation by the target population and inadequate sensitivity of confirmatory tests. Ninety eight percent of HAT control activities in the DRC is funded by international development aid.

If HAT control measures are successful, prevalence levels may be reduced to below 0.1%. At such low prevalence rates, continuation of active case finding becomes a problem. The population no longer perceives HAT as a threat and participation rates drop; governments and donors start questioning the rationale behind maintaining costly programs that detect so few cases. Integration of HAT control activities into the general health care system is a logical next step. However, such integration faces many challenges, mainly due to the lack of a sensitive and specific diagnostic test and the lack of a treatment that is easy to administer and safe. On top of this there is the problem of the unspecific clinical picture in early stages, and the diagnosis is therefore often missed by health facilities; as was described for East African HAT by Odiit et al. in Uganda. If screening activities are abandoned, the disease usually reemerges within a time span that can vary from 3 to 50 years. Therefore, some form of continuous surveillance is needed in low endemic areas.

A perfect surveillance system of low prevalence areas should be sensitive to detect all outbreaks at an early stage, but at the same time specific, to avoid raising the alarm without necessity. Laveissière et al. explored the idea of using samples collected on filter paper as a surveillance tool in Côte d'Ivoire. Higher population coverage was achieved by general health workers collecting samples on filter paper over a 2-months period than by a mobile team spending 10 days in the same region; the latter approach being 5 times more costly.

Whereas Laveissière et al. used results of serological tests on filter paper samples to identify individual suspect cases, such approach could, in theory, also be used to identify ‘suspect villages’ in analogy with the system of lot quality assurance sampling (LQAS) used to monitor vaccination coverage and other healthcare programs. In LQAS, the population is regrouped into lots and a random sample is then taken from each lot. The lot is rejected if the number of defects observed in the sample exceeds a maximum specified limit (or ‘threshold’). In our case, a village would be a lot and the number of defects in the sample would equate the number of positive results on HAT serological tests. Any LQAS scheme has to identify the sample size to be tested per lot and the ‘threshold’ value within that sample that leads to rejection of the whole lot. For HAT surveillance, the scheme should moreover take into account the probability of false positive serological results, which are more frequent at low prevalence of disease.

Different tests can be performed on blood samples collected on filter paper, such as micro-CATT, LATEX/T.b.gambiense and ELISA/T.b.gambiense. Micro-CATT is a serological test that uses the same reagent as the CATT test. Several studies, although using different test protocols, report on validation of micro-CATT under field conditions. Specificity estimates range from 93.7% to 100%; sensitivity was estimated to be 94% by Chappuis et al. and 94.2% by Noireau et al. LATEX/T.b.gambiense is a rapid LATEX agglutination test for detection of antibodies in patients infected with Trypanosoma brucei gambiense. The reagent consists of beads coated with a mixture of 3 variable surface antigens of bloodstream form trypanosomes. Penchenier et al. evaluated LATEX/T.b.gambiense as a tool for mass screening in Cameroon and the Central African Republic. Sensitivity was 100%, while specificity ranged from 96.1% in the Central African Republic to 97.6% in Cameroon. ELISA/T.b.gambiense is an antibody-detection test based on reaction of specific antibodies with purified variable surface glycoproteins from T.b.gambiense fixed in an ELISA plate. During a field evaluation in Sudan, Elrayah et al. found specificities of 98.5% for ELISA/T.b.gambiense on plasma as well as on eluates from filter paper.

The objectives of this study were i.) to compare the diagnostic accuracy of micro-CATT, LATEX/T.b.gambiense and ELISA/T.b.gambiense on capillary blood samples collected on filter paper under field conditions (by mobile teams); and ii.) to assess the potential of a LQAS-based surveillance system for outbreak detection of West African HAT in low prevalence areas.

Materials and methods

Study population.

The study population lives in two HAT endemic regions in the DRC, East Kasai and Bas-Congo, which were selected on the basis of different HAT prevalence levels.

HAT prevalence in East Kasai is estimated to be above 1%, in Bas Congo it is estimated at < 0.03% (Dr. V. Kande, personal communication). For practical and ethical reasons study subjects were recruited amongst the beneficiaries of the screening program of the national HAT control program. All those participating in the routine active case finding sessions by the mobile team were eligible, conditional on written informed consent from the study subject or his/her guardian. There were no age restrictions.

Sample size for estimation of diagnostic accuracy:

Assuming a specificity of 98%, a sample size of 1600 true negatives is required to estimate specificity at a precision of 0.5%. Based on an expected sensitivity of micro-CATT, ELISA/T.b.gambiense and LATEX/T.b.gambiense of 90% and a desired precision of 10%, we needed to recruit minimum 35 true cases of HAT (i.e. confirmed with positive parasitology).

Data collection

Mobile teams performed active case finding using the routine diagnostic protocols as prescribed by the national program. CATT on whole blood was used as screening test; those testing positive were subjected to a series of confirmation tests which includes lymph node puncture, thick film examination, Capillary Tube Centrifugation test (CTC) and miniature Anion Exchange Column test (mAECT). Tests were performed sequentially and once parasitological confirmation was obtained no further confirmation tests were done. Any parasitologically confirmed patient was subjected to a lumbar puncture to determine the stage of the disease. In addition to those routine procedures, blood samples were taken on Whatman n° 4 filter paper, left to dry and stored in a sealed plastic bag with silica gel at ambient temperature. Each sample was given a serial number and stored anonymously. CATT whole blood and parasitology results were recorded under the same code number in a register. Plastic bags with filter paper samples were sent to the Institut National de Recherche Biomédicale (INRB) laboratory in Kinshasa by road or air transport. The time between blood collection and testing varied from a minimum of 1 week to a maximum of 2 months.

Laboratory procedures

The filter papers were cut in pieces at INRB and were further processed at the INRB and at the Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITMA) in Antwerp; both laboratories performed micro-CATT, LATEX/T.b.gambiense and ELISA/Tb gambiense.

Micro-CATT was performed as described in Chappuis et al. LATEX/T.b.gambiense was performed by punching out one disc of six mm diameter of the dried blood spot, and eluting it in a microplate with 60 µl of buffer for one hour with gentle shaking. A vial of LATEX/T.b.gambiense was reconstituted with 1 ml of buffer. Twenty µl of the

Filter paper eluate and 20 µl of the LATEX/T.b.gambiense reagent were spread out on the reaction zone of the agglutination card and rocked on a rotator (ITMAS type B2) for five minutes at 70 rpm. Agglutination patterns were scored as negative or positive.

ELISA/T.b.gambiense was performed as described earlier by Lejon et al.25 with small modifications. Two discs of five mm diameter were punched out of the dried blood spot and left overnight in 1 ml of PBS-Blotto (0.01M phosphate, pH 7.15, 0.2 M NaCl, 0.05% w/v NaN3, 1% w/v skimmed milk powder Fluka), containing 0.05% v/v Tween 20. Microplates (Maxisorp, Nunc) were coated overnight with 150 µl/well of a mixture of purified variable surface glycoproteins of T.b.gambiense LiTat 1.3, LiTat 1.5 and LiTat 1.6 each at a concentration of 0.66 µg/ml. Antigen free control wells were left empty. Plates were blocked for 1 h at ambient temperature with 350 µl/well of PBS-Blotto (0.01M phosphate, pH 7.15, 0.2 M NaCl, 0.05% w/v NaN3, 1% w/v skimmed milk powder Fluka). For testing, antigen containing and antigen free wells were filled with 150 µl of eluate (in duplicate). A strongly positive control serum, diluted 1:150 in PBS-Blotto, was tested in quadruple in each plate. The plate was incubated for 1 hour and washed 3 times with 350 µl/well of PBS-Tween (0.01M phosphate, 0.14 M NaCl, 0.05% w/v Tween 20, pH 7.4). Goat anti-human IgG (H+L) peroxidase (Jackson) was diluted in PBS-Tween to a final concentration of 1:40000, and incubated for 30 min (150 µl/well). After 5 washes, wells were incubated for 1 hour with 150 µl ABTS substrate-chromogen solution. The latter was prepared from 50 mg ABTS (2,2’-azinobis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline)-6-sulfonic acid, Boehringer) dissolved in 100 ml of ABTS-buffer (phosphate-citrate-sodium perborate solution, pH 4.6, Boehringer). The optical density (OD) was read at 415 nm (Multiskan RC Version 6.0, Labsystems). The OD of the antigen-free control well was subtracted from the OD of the corresponding antigen containing well, the average was taken, and the result expressed as the percent positivity of the positive control serum included in the plate.

Statistical analysis
For data analysis and simulations we used Stata/ IC V10.1 (Stata Corp., College Station Tx, USA) and R 2.10.0 (The R Project for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). We determined sensitivity and specificity of individual diagnostic tests using 2x2 contingency tables and inter-rater agreement using the Kappa-index26. Persons with a history of previous treatment were excluded; parasitological confirmation according to the national algorithm was used as reference standard.4 Specificity of each test was calculated based on the results of the low prevalence area (Bas Congo); sensitivity was calculated based on results from the high prevalence area (East Kasai). For calculating the Kappa-index we combined results from both areas. Receiver-Operator-Characteristics curves were constructed to determine the optimal cut off points for ELISA/T.b.gambiense (i.e. the cut-off resulting in the highest Youden-index.)27

In a second step we used Monte Carlo simulation to assess the performance of a (hypothetical) early warning system at village level based on an LQAS approach. We

assumed villages (lots) would have a similar size of n=1000 and identified the sample size per lot and the number of positive samples required (=threshold) to declare a village as affected by an outbreak (= HAT prevalence equal or above 2%). Thresholds were calculated for different sample sizes varying between 400 and 900 (i.e. 40-90% of the hypothetical village population). For each threshold obtained, we simulated how often the alarm would be raised at various HAT prevalence levels. The probability of not reaching the alarm threshold and thus not raising the alarm in case the actual prevalence is equal to or above 2% was fixed at 5% or less.

Ethical clearance
The study was approved by the ethics committees of the University of Antwerp (Belgium) and of the National Human African Trypanosomiasis Control Program (PNLTHA) in Kinshasa (DRC).

Results
Study population characteristics:
Excluding persons with a history of previous treatment, a population of 3,212 persons was screened in two provinces, 1,507 in Bas Congo and 1,705 in East Kasai. Out of those, 262 (8.2%) tested positive by CATT on whole blood; 4 (0.3%) in Bas Congo and 258 (15.1%) in East Kasai. Among those 262 CATT positives, 100 parasitologically confirmed cases were identified, all residents of East Kasai (5.9% of the population screened in East Kasai).
Sixty seven cases had a positive lymph node aspirate, 2 had a positive thick film, 44 had a positive CTC and 3 had a positive mAECT. In 21 cases, parasites were found in the cerebrospinal fluid.

Results of screening tests:
Unexpectedly LATEX/T.b.gambiense showed very poor sensitivity both at INRB (16.0%, 95% CI 8.7-23.3%) and at ITMA (42.3%, 95% CI 32.2-52.3%). We subsequently tested the batch used against standard reference sera and observed a 4-fold reduction in end-titer when compared to initial results obtained immediately after production in the quality assurance scheme. Apparently the batch had lost much of its reactivity; results with this test were therefore discarded from further analysis and will not be further reported upon.

For the other tests, sensitivity and specificity (based on the results from the low prevalence area only) varied between the different tests and between the different laboratories; for ELISA/T.b.gambiense the results also vary according to the cut off points chosen (table 1).

At INRB 89 out of 96 samples from confirmed cases tested positive in MicroCATT; corresponding to a sensitivity of 92.7% (95% CI 87.4-98.0%). No samples from cases

were tested at ITMA because in most cases the quantity of blood collected was insufficient.

Table 1. Sensitivity, specificity and inter-rater agreement (kappa) for 3 test formats for HAT on capillary blood (filter paper).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Laboratory</th>
<th>Sensitivity (95% Confidence Interval)</th>
<th>Specificity (95% Confidence Interval)</th>
<th>Inter-rater agreement (Kappa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITMA</td>
<td>INRB</td>
<td>ITMA</td>
<td>INRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroCATT</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>92.7% (87.4-98.0%)</td>
<td>100% (99.5-100%)</td>
<td>99.4% (99.0-99.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELISA/T.b.gambiense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low cut off*</td>
<td></td>
<td>96.9% (93.4-100%)</td>
<td>95.0% (90.6-99.3%)</td>
<td>99.6% (99.2-99.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(52% at ITMA, 18% at INRB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High cut off*</td>
<td></td>
<td>91.8% (86.2-97.3%)</td>
<td>82.8% (75.3-90.4%)</td>
<td>99.8% (99.5-100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(65% at ITMA, 32% at INRB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Expressed as percentage of the optical density of a positive control

Out of 1,037 non-case samples tested at INRB, six turned out positive; equivalent to a specificity of 99.4% (95% CI 99.0-99.9%). At ITMA all 953 samples of non-cases tested turned out negative; equivalent to a specificity of 100% (95% CI 99.5-100%). Inter-rater agreement could not be assessed as there were no positive samples at ITMA.

For ELISA/T.b.gambiense we first determined the optimal cut-off point based on ROC curves for the high prevalence area, East Kasai. Areas under the curve of 0.965 (95% CI 0.939 – 0.990) and 0.972 (95% CI 0.953 – 0.991) were obtained at INRB and ITMA respectively (Figure 1). Sensitivity and specificity vary according to the cut-off point chosen. At INRB, a cut-off point of 18% for the optical density of the positive control resulted in the highest Youden-index with 95.0% sensitivity (95% CI 90.6-99.3%) and 95.2% specificity (95% CI 94.1-96.2%). Increasing the cut off point to 32% resulted in a sensitivity of 82.8% (95% CI 75.3-90.4%) and a specificity of 97.1% (95% CI 96.3-98.0%). At ITMA the optimal cut off point was 52%, resulting in a sensitivity of 96.9% (95% CI 93.4-100%) and a specificity of 96.1% (95% CI 95.1-97.1%); specificity could be increased to 97.0% (95% CI 96.1-97.8%) at the cost of decreasing sensitivity to 91.8% (95% CI 86.2-97.3%) if 65% was chosen as a cut off point.

Applying these cut off points to the low prevalence area resulted in a specificities of 96.5% (95% CI 95.3-97.8%) for the lower cut off point (18%) and 99.8% (95% CI 99.4-100%) for the higher cut off point (32%) at INRB. At ITMA specificity was 99.6% (95% CI 99.2-99.9%) with the 52% cut off point and 99.8% (95% CI 99.5-100%) when using 65% as a cut off.

Combining the results for the 2 areas and comparing results of ITMA at a cut off point of 52% with those of INRB at a cut of point of 18%, a kappa of 0.84 was obtained. For the higher cut off points (65% at ITMA vs. 32% at INRB), kappa was 0.88.

Figure 1. ROC curves for ELISA/T.b.gambiense based on results of INRB, Kinshasa (left side) and ITMA, Antwerp (right side) for the high prevalence area

Simulation of LQAS approach to detect HAT outbreaks:
Assuming an average village population size of 1,000 and accepting a maximum HAT prevalence of 2% for rejecting a lot (i.e.raising the alarm that the village should be screened by a mobile team), we calculated the alarm thresholds for different sample sizes per lot (see table 2). We found that conditional on high sample sizes (≥60% of the lot) the system can reliably distinguish a zero prevalence from a 2% prevalence. For both micro-CATT and ELISA, chances of surpassing these thresholds under conditions of zero prevalence were less than 0.5% provided the sample size was at least 60% (table 2).

Table 2 Probability of the alarm threshold being surpassed for various true HAT prevalence rates and depending on sample size in LQAS for micro-CATT and ELISA/T.b.gambiense for an average lot size of n=1000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Number sampled</th>
<th>Threshold (proportion of positive tests)</th>
<th>Probability of alarm threshold being surpassed at HAT prevalence levels of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-CATT</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>400 (40%)</td>
<td>6 (1.5%)</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500 (50%)</td>
<td>8(1.6%)</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>600 (60%)</td>
<td>10(1.7%)</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>700 (70%)</td>
<td>12(1.7%)</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>800 (80%)</td>
<td>15(1.9%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>900 (90%)</td>
<td>17(1.9%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELISA/T.b.</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
<td>400 (40%)</td>
<td>4(1.0%)</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gambiense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500 (50%)</td>
<td>5(1.0%)</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>600 (60%)</td>
<td>7(1.2%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>700 (70%)</td>
<td>9(1.3%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>800 (80%)</td>
<td>11(1.4%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>900 (90%)</td>
<td>13(1.4%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

We validated two different serologic test formats that can be used on samples collected on filter paper, based on a sample of 100 true HAT cases and 1507 non-cases. Micro-CATT and ELISA/T. b. gambiense both came out as promising candidates for a surveillance system in low-prevalence settings because of a combination of a fairly high sensitivity and a very high specificity. For MicroCATT sensitivity and specificity at INRB were 92.7% and 99.4% respectively; at ITMA specificity was 100% but sensitivity could not be assessed because no samples from the high prevalence area were tested. Disadvantages of the technique are mainly related to the number of confettis required, nine per sample. A sufficiently large surface of blood impregnated filter paper is needed to perform the test correctly. Also, because of the need of cutting out these confettis, the test is relatively labor intensive. MicroCATT has the advantage of not requiring any equipment other than the standard kit for the CATT test plus some micro-titre plates. When used in a low income setting, the disadvantage of having to cut nine confettis per sample is easily overcome since this does not require a skilled worker.

ELISA/T. b. gambiense performed very well both at the INRB laboratory in the DRC and at ITMA in Belgium. This is reflected in areas under the ROC curve of 96.5 and 97.2% respectively, which is considered excellent. At the higher cut-off point specificity in the DRC was 99.8%, with a still acceptable sensitivity of 82.8%. Interrater agreement was good with kappa values of 0.84-0.88 depending on the cut-off point chosen. In its current format the test is based on three different variable surface glycoproteins; omitting one antigen is still an option with the aim of being able to use a lower cut-off point and thus improving sensitivity. ELISA is more demanding in terms of equipment, supplies and staff skills and may therefore not be suitable for use at the level of a regional laboratory. Transporting filter paper samples to a central laboratory is however a feasible option.

A simulation done based on these results and using an LQAS approach showed that theoretically a filter paper based early warning system can reliably distinguish a 2% prevalence at village level from a zero prevalence conditional on testing a sample size of 60% or above. These findings now need to be verified in a real-life setting.

The use of filter paper samples as a HAT screening tool has been tested before but most earlier studies were based on smaller numbers. Laveissière reports on over 24,000 persons tested with micro-CATT but focuses on participation and costs. In Cote d’Ivoire he observed higher participation rates and a 5-fold reduction in costs when compared to the standard screening by a mobile team. Whether this also applies in the DRC still needs to be confirmed. Laveissière used general health workers to collect samples within their regular catchment area. Because in our study the samples were collected by mobile teams, we could not perform any meaningful calculations of the actual costs.

Involving general health workers in collecting samples would have added benefits. Apart from the alarm threshold approach, designed to trigger action by a mobile team that should screen the whole village again, the filter paper sample can also be used to identify individual HAT suspects who should then be contacted for diagnostic work-up - at least if the most sensitive test (microCATT) is chosen. This approach has already been piloted in the DRC but was considered impractical because of the long turn around time of test results. This long turn around time will be far less of a problem if the process is managed not by mobile teams but by general health workers who are resident in the area. Moreover involving general health workers can be a meaningful first step towards integration of HAT control into the general healthcare services.

Our study has some limitations. Not all filter paper samples collected contained sufficient quantities of blood to do all tests. This is reflected in the different denominators for each test and each laboratory, and was particularly problematic for the micro-CATT, which requires nine confettis per sample tested. Results for LATEX/T.b.gambiense were discarded because of problems related to the batch used.

In low prevalence areas sensitivity cannot be reliably estimated because of the low numbers of HAT cases; in our study we did not identify one single case in the low prevalence area. We therefore calculated sensitivity based on the results of the high prevalence area only. Sensitivity may have been overestimated because all cases were pre-selected based on a positive CATT on whole blood. Our specificity estimates are based on results from the low prevalence area only because the lack of sensitivity of current confirmation algorithms makes it impossible to definitely rule out the presence of false negatives.

The thresholds calculated for raising the alarm are based on the assumption of a random sample. We realize that when using this system to screen village populations the sample will not be truly random but we don’t expect major undersampling of infected persons. Oversampling of infected persons would lead to the threshold being surpassed more often at low prevalence levels. This would not be a major problem since the main distinction to make is between low prevalence and zero prevalence.

In contrast to classical LQAS as applied in vaccination programs, the sample size per lot required in HAT is high because of the low proportions to be distinguished and the lack of a 100% sensitive and specific diagnostic test. The required sample size per village (≥60%) is high but not unrealistic given the fact that participation rates in mobile team screening for HAT are in the range of 70-80%³ and vaccination coverages in 2007 in DRC were of 94% for BCG and 95% for DPT-1.²⁹

In conclusion, micro-CATT and ELISA/T.b.gambiense are promising candidates as filter paper based screening tests. Micro-CATT has the added advantage of not requiring sophisticated equipment, making it possible to fully implement the

surveillance system at regional level. Beyond the proof-of-principle provided in this study, much more work needs to be done before a village-based system can be adopted as an alternative to the mobile team surveillance in low prevalence areas. In the next phase of research the most cost-effective surveillance approach needs to be assessed, be it via village-based alarm thresholds followed by exhaustive screening by mobile teams or individual-based diagnostic work-up of those found seropositive. Also its relative cost and cost-effectiveness compared to the current approach using mobile teams should be properly documented in a real-life setting.
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